Tamper Evident Electoral Solutions
Versapak Large Tamper Evident Ballot Box

Item: BALLOT2OP
This unique Ballot Box has been designed especially for
elections. Based on feedback from electoral officials and endusers, this innovative ballot box offers an increased level of
user-friendliness and security.

Versapak Half-Sized Ballot Box for Local or
National Elections

Item: BALLOT1OP
Based on our innovative full size ballot box, this half size
ballot box is ideal for smaller areas or parishes that
don't require full-sized ballot boxes. Also ideal for
embassies or industrial elections.

Dimensions (WxHxD)
350 x 500 x 330mm

Dimensions (WxHxD)
350 x 400 x 330mm

Versapak Personal Effects Security
Bag/Key Wallet

Versapak T2 Seals

Item: ASx_PLY
Ideal for holding personal property in
hospitals, prisons, or when personal
items need to be securely stored.

Item: NUMBEREDT2/BARCODEDT2
Our unique patented design with an increased printable
surface and two strong secure feet that makes it easier to
manage when using gloves. Available in numbered,
personalised and barcoded in a choice of colours.

Dimensions (WxHxD)
Small (AS0): 320 x 230mm (12¾ x 9")
Medium (AS1): 460 x 370mm (18.5 x 14.5")

Presiding Officer's Tamper Evident
Carry Pack
Item: BALLOTPRES
This clear carry bag is used by Presiding
Officers during elections for important
confidential paperwork.
Dimensions (WxHxD)
508 x 356 x 153mm

Also now available as Recycled
Item: NUMBEREDT2R / BARCODEDT2R

We can custom make your bags
We work closely with our customers to understand their exact requirements so
that we can provide the most suitable and cost effective solution to their needs.
We manufacture all of our bags in our own factory in Europe which means that
we do not impose large minimum order quantities or lengthy lead times. Make a
small adaptation, overprint a company name or logo or request a completely
new design.
Please contact us and we will be happy to create a fit for purpose Versapak.

Established 1973

First pioneered Tamper Evident Button Seal
Developed the first Anti-Doping vessel in 1987
Worldwide distribution
Holders of the Royal Warrant to Her Majesty the
Queen since 2012
Patented the Versapak T2 Security Seal since 2016
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